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Abstract: 

Industrial Revolution has contributed a lot in order to enhance human living standards. Over the years, technocrats are trying their best 
to integrate technological developments and innovation in day to day life. These technological shifts have not only upgraded 
productivity and efficiency but also improved human life style. Cloud computing is one amongst those innovation that have enormous 
possibilities to excel human potential in printing field also. Cloud computing provideslatest avenues for enhancing workflows for 
digital printing. Cloud computing facilitated with new approach to markets by providing high automation and reduction of operational 
cost. Increased web-based design and e-print production have made printing more portable. The main objective of this paper is to 
provide an overview of cloud based services in printing arena.  
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Introduction 

Cloud computing is aimed with an objective to provide computational facilities which comprise storage, database, server and 
intelligence over the cloud. This process usually offers innovation with resources economically. In general itprovides both storing and 
accessing data using internet rather than system hard drive. In other terms this is the online delivery of IT resources over the internet. 
Instead of owing or buying physical data centres and servers one can access technical services in terms of storage, database and 
computing. Not every type of Cloud Computing is suitable and appropriate for every organization. Depending on the need and types 
of services different models have been evolved. First and foremost it become evitable to identify what type of cloud architecture one is 
looking for. Generally there are three different mode of deployment of cloud services which are enlisted as below: 

a. Public Cloud are those which are owned by third party cloud service providers. These service provider deliver their own 
computing resources over the cloud e.g. server and storage.  

b. Private Cloud are meant to cloud computing resources which are exclusively by the single organization or enterprises. It can 
be physically located on organization data centre. In this type of cloud services and infrastructure are maintained on private 
network.  

c. Hybrid Cloud are combination of both public and private cloud. In this data and applications are shared between them. A 
hybrid cloud offers greater flexibility and security with optimization of existing infrastructure.   

Cloud Computing Models 

Cloud computing models are distinct from one other on the basis of cloudcomputing services and broadly fall in four different 
categories. These are:  

a. IaaS: It acronym for Infrastructure as a service. This is the most basic category of cloud computing services which offers IT 
(storage, network etc.) services on rent basis. Costs goes increasing with more rendering of services.  

 
Figure: IaaS 
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b. PaaS means Platform as a service. It provides an on-demand environment to develop, test and manage software applications. 
It is designed keeping in view that developer can easily create web or mobile applications without disturbing the existing 
structure of storage, database, server, networking and intelligence.  

 

Figure: PaaS 
c. SaaS means Software as a service. It offers on demand delivering of software application over the cloud. SaaS provides a 

complete solution from software point of view from a cloud service provider.  

 
Figure: SaaS 

d. Serverless Computing: It enables the developer to build applications faster. It focuses on building app functionally without 
spending more time for managing the server and infrastructure required.  

Cloud Computing Utility for Printing 

Cloud computing is greatly influencing for printing industry as it offers on demand software exchange which results in the reduction 
of production cost. It also facilitates the accessibility of database via internet and helps in reduction of print job timeline. One major 
advantage of cloud computing is cost reduction as traditionally companies had to procure set of different licenses for different 
application package. One common cloud service offered by Agfa is Arkitex Cloud. 

Layers of Cloud Computing: Cloud computing is composed of three different layers as depicted in ‘figure: layers of cloud 
computing’ namely application, platform and infrastructure layer.  

 
Figure: Layers of Cloud Computing 
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 Application are web based so that it can update web browser on any computer operating system (OS).  
 Platform consists of software developed for particular purpose so that it can be hosted on internet. So user need a web-

browser for creating, testing and deploying different web applications.  
 Infrastructure layer consists of various elements like server, storage, processing. Sometimes these are also provided by third 

party, one can access and use these computing resources.  

Arkitex Cloud: It is a dedicated server for newspaper industry. This is a secure cloud based on SaaS cloud computing model. This 
enables publisher to meet deadlines and cost reduction as well. The status of printing is always up to date with cloud and provides real 
time information. Arkitex Cloud suits perfectly. It is a mutual working stage which can be utilized by in-house distributers, 
distributing accomplices, prepress and print administrators for preparing and checking printing jobs. Being a cloud-based framework, 
work process isn't stirred up. 

Cloud Printing: Cloud services are gaining momentum now a days with the advancement in technology. It has ventured into printing 
field too. Cloud printing might be portrayed as the administration that permits customers to print from any gadget associated with 
network. This administration associates advanced gadgets (cell phones, PCs, tablets) and workstations with printer stations. The 
present cloud printing administration has eliminated the requirement for printer drivers, rather interfaces the printer and gadget which 
permits the printer to get the computerized data by means of the cloud procedure. These outcomes offer to client consistent 
involvement with expansion to dependable printing over the system independent of equipment and location. 
Historical progress: In April, 2010 Cloud print was introduced by Google with a view to provide printing solution from Chrome 
operating system (Chrome OS).  Beta version of google cloud print was came to existence in January, 2011. Historical annals also 
indicate about the trace of providing Airprinters in November, 2010 by Apple followed by HP offering e-Printers. Air Print was 
originally developed intended for iOS based devices and require Wi-Fi access point in order to connect through a Wi-Fi network. 
 
Classification of Printer: Classification on the basis of the installation of printer, there are two different types printers available. 

a. Cloud Printer: These are new generation printers which support connecting to cloud printing services. These types of 
printers don’t require any computer support for installation of printer driver. It is simply registered with single or multiple 
cloud print services. User can choose the service and command for the printing of any job.  

b. Non-Cloud Printer: Most printers fall in this category where printer is connected directly to computer. Printer is connected 
through cable directly to computer where software (printer driver) is installed. The command for the printing is given 
selecting the printer installed in system and job is printed.  

 
How Cloud Printing works? The cloud printing functional model consists of following segments for executing the printing process: 

 Client: Client means a person wants to print any job using cloud printing. 
 Registration of Printer: Itis the process of registering where a client or Cloud Print Manager get associated itself with cloud 

print provider.  
 Discovery of Printer: Process of finding printer by the client for printing a job. 
 Cloud Print Provider: It is application software which is responsible for managing printing process between client and Cloud 

Print Manager when print command is executed by client for printing any job.   
 Cloud Print Manager: It is a software component that interfaces between Cloud Print Provider and Printer.  

 
Figure: Working model of Cloud Printing 

Benefits of Cloud Printing: This technology has a lot to offer. Some of the common benefits of cloud printing are enlisted as below: 
i. Economical Cost: Cloud printing permits organizations to satisfy print-on-demand which brings down printing costs and 

dispenses with the requirement to purchase software and hardware.  
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ii. Green Technology: Cloud printing helps in diminishing the carbon footprint impressions and decreases the measure of waste 
created.  

iii. Device Compatibility: Device compatibility with cloud printing has increased drastically without the need of compatible 
devices and drivers as it offers printing by using any device such as mobile, laptop and desktops.  

iv. Automatic Updates: Cloud server allows real time software upgrading automatically. The upcoming features will be up to 
mark. 

v. Easy to Use: It provides suitable and appropriate solution for all users without worrying about software. Making cloud 
printing set up is very convenient. 

vi. Cloud Servers: The cost involved for installation and maintaining cloud printing is less expensive rather than investing for 
IT setup. 

vii. Secured Communication: This offers secure communication among Client, Cloud Print Provider, Cloud Print Manager and 
Printer.  

Salient Features of Cloud Printing: Various features offered by cloud printing over the conventional printer are enlisted as below: 
i. Easy to install: Using cloud printing, one or more computer for many systems are easy to install where each client can 

select the device and order the print job.  
ii. Smooth integration: This offers smooth integration of many computers, android devices and mobiles for printing 

purpose using cloud server.   
iii. Automatic processing: Once the functional model for cloud printing is set up in the organization, there is automation in 

the process of printing.  
iv. Full activity reports: Cloud printing offers full activity control and updated information of printing different jobs 

ordered by different users via different mode like computer, android or mobile. 
Conclusion 

Cloud Printing are gaining momentum and picking up energy in print sector also. This improved the work process by executing new 
models of work culture and in this manner increased production and profit also. Cloud computing is very efficient way of handling 
and getting to information data that result in cost reduction. Use of cloud printing encourages online clients for altering material and 
printing according to their needs. In the printing sector, advances are unquestionably improving the nature of the business as any job 
requests time, quality and cost as three basic segments. Prior it was almost difficult to accomplish all levels of every part into a print 
work, however cloud printing made it convenient not just for clients but for printer also to share each of the three segments. Time is 
expanded with the approach of online printing as information can be accessed whenever and wherever needed. Quality can be 
maintained as cloud printing allows printer to track the job virtually and customers are provided with an option to view designs and 
proofs online. In conclusion, cloud computing will improve the quality of the print business. Moreover cloud printing is used since the 
last couple of years and most preferred alternative in various institutes, enterprises and organizations. Print managing software has 
made it possible that cloud printing offers efficient, affordable and secure services. This cloud print management linearizes the process 
simply by giving print command which was earlier a complex infrastructure. Ultimately due to recent advancements and 
developments in technology, cloud services will acts as comprehensive tools for print related issues in printing sector.  
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